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Abstract. J. Davis showed that the topological concordance class of a link in the 3-sphere is
uniquely determined by its Alexander polynomial for 2-component links with Alexander poly-
nomial one. A similar result for knots with Alexander polynomial one was shown earlier by
M. Freedman. We prove that these two cases are the only exceptional cases, by showing that the
link concordance class is not determined by the Alexander invariants in any other case.
1. Introduction
J. Davis proved that if a 2-component link L has the Alexander polynomial of the Hopf
link, namely ∆L = 1, then L is topologically concordant to the Hopf link [Dav06]. In
other words, for 2-components links, the topological concordance class is determined by
the Alexander polynomial ∆L when ∆L = 1. A natural question arises from this: for which
links does the Alexander polynomial determine the topological concordance class?
The answer for knots is already known. A well-known result of M. Freedman (see [Fre84],
[FQ90, 11.7B]) says that it holds for Alexander polynomial one knots, and T. Kim [Kim05]
(extending earlier work of C. Livingston [Liv02]) showed that it does not hold for any
Alexander polynomial which is not one.
The following main result of this note says that the results of M. Freedman and J. Davis
are the only cases for which the topological link concordance class is determined by the
Alexander polynomial.
Theorem A. Suppose L is an m-component link, m ≥ 2, and suppose ∆L 6= 1 if m = 2.
Then there are infinitely many links L = L0, L1, L2, . . . which have the same Alexander
polynomial but are mutually not topologically concordant.
Recall that the multivariable polynomial ∆L = ∆L(x1, . . . , xm) is well-defined up to
multiplication by ±xa11 · · ·x
am
m . In particular, ∆L 6= 1 means that ∆L is not of the form
±xa11 · · ·x
am
m .
We remark that ∆L 6= 1 is automatically satisfied for m ≥ 3, as a consequence of the
Torres condition, which implies that ∆L(1, . . . , 1) = 0 for m ≥ 3. We also remark that in
the smooth category, it is known that the conclusion of Theorem A holds even for knots
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and 2-component links with Alexander polynomial one. The knot case has been extensively
studied in the literature; see, for example, [Gom86, End95] as early works. The case of
links with unknotted components has been shown recently in [CKRS12].
In fact, we can say more about the links Li in Theorem A. To state the full result, we
recall some terminology in the following two paragraphs.
For an m-component link L in S3, denote its exterior by EL = S
3 − ν(L) where ν(L)
denotes a tubular neighborhood of L. We always identify the boundary ∂EL with m(S
1 ×
S1) along the zero-framing, and view EL as a bordered 3-manifold with this marking.
The notions of symmetric grope andWhitney tower concordance provide a framework for
the study of link concordance. They measure the failure of links to be concordant in terms
of fundamental geometric constructions, namely gropes and Whitney towers, in dimen-
sion 4. Roughly speaking, one defines a height n (symmetric) Whitney tower concordance
by replacing the embedded annuli in the definition of concordance with transversely im-
mersed annuli which form base surfaces supporting a Whitney tower of height n. A height n
(symmetric) grope concordance is defined similarly by replacing annuli with disjointly em-
bedded height n gropes. These were first used in the context of knot slicing by T. Cochran,
K. Orr, and P. Teichner [COT03]. (Detailed definitions for arbitrary links can be found,
for example, in [Cha, Section 2.4].) Also, in [Cha, Section 2.3], the first author introduced
an analogue of these notions for bordered 3-manifolds, which is called an n-solvable cobor-
dism. Roughly, an n-solvable cobordism W between bordered 3-manifolds M and M ′ is a
4-dimensional cobordism that induces H1(M) ∼= H1(W ) ∼= H1(M
′) and admits a certain
“lagrangian” with “duals” for the twisted intersection pairing on H2(W ;Z[π/π
(n)]), where
π = π1(W ) and π
(n) is the nth derived subgroup (see Definition 2.3).
We can now state the full version of our main theorem.
Theorem B. Suppose L0 is an m-component link, and suppose ∆L 6= 1 if m = 2. Then
there are infinitely many links L1, L2, . . . satisfying the following:
(1) For each i, there is a Z[Zm]-homology equivalence of f : (ELi , ∂ELi)→ (EL0 , ∂EL0)
rel ∂, namely f |∂ is the identification under the zero-framing and
f∗ : H∗(ELi ;Z[Z
m]) −→ H∗(EL0 ;Z[Z
m])
is an isomorphism.
(1′) The following invariants are identical for all the Li: Alexander polynomial, Alexan-
der ideals, Blanchfield form [Bla57], Milnor’s µ-invariants [Mil57], Orr’s transfi-
nite homotopy invariant θω [Orr89] (whenever defined), and Levine’s homotopy
invariant θ [Lev89] (whenever defined)q.
(2) For any i 6= j, the exteriors ELi and ELj are not 2-solvably cobordant.
(2′) For any i 6= j, the links Li and Lj are not height 4 grope concordant, not height 4
Whitney tower concordant, and not concordant.
As references for the Alexander invariants appearing in Theorem B, see, for example,
[Kaw96, Hil02].
Experts will easily see that Theorem B (1′) and (2′) are consequences of (1) and (2),
respectively. In Section 2, we discuss this in more details including some background for
the reader’s convenience.
We remark that the links Li in Theorem B can be chosen in such a way that they
are indistinguishable to the eyes of the asymmetric Whitney tower/grope theory, which
is another framework for the study of link concordance extensively investigated in recent
work of J. Conant, R. Schneiderman, and P. Teichner (see [CST11] as an extended summary
providing other references). Namely, the Li (with the zero-framing) are mutually order n
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Whitney tower/grope concordant for any n in the sense of [CST12, Definition 3.1]. This is
discussed in Section 5.
A key ingredient that we use to distinguish concordance classes of links is the Amenable
Signature Theorem which first appeared in [CO12]. It generalizes a result presented ear-
lier in the influential work of Cochran-Orr-Teichner [COT03]. In [Cha], the first author
formulated a symmetric Whitney tower/grope framework for arbitrary links and bordered
3-manifolds, and gave (a refined version of) the Amenable Signature Theorem as a Cheeger-
Gromov ρ(2)-invariant obstruction to the existence of certain Whitney towers and gropes.
In the proof of our main result, we use a special case of this which is stated as Theorem 3.4
in this paper.
An interesting aspect of the proof of Theorem B is that it is separated into two cases
which illustrate significantly different aspects contained in the single problem, as discussed
below.
For a 3-manifold M , the Cheeger-Gromov ρ(2)-invariant ρ(2)(M,φ) is a real number
associated to a group homomorphism φ : π1(M)→ Γ, which we call a representation into Γ.
We refer to [CG85, CT07] for details. An essential requirement for the use of ρ(2)-invariants
in the study of concordance and related 4-dimensional equivalence relations is that the
representation φ should have two properties: (1) φ does not annihilate certain interesting
elements so that it does not lose too much information, and (2) φ factors through the
fundamental group of a relevant 4-manifold, for example, the exterior of a concordance,
or more generally, a 4-manifold obtained by symmetric surgery on a Whitney tower or a
grope.
To find such representations, first we consider links which are “big” in the sense that they
admit representations into non-abelian nilpotent quotients. It is straightforward to show
(see Lemma 3.2) that a link L is “big” if and only if L has either at least 3 components or if
L is a 2-component link L with lk(L) 6= ±1. For these links, we apply Dwyer’s theorem to
show that representations into certain nilpotent quotients have all the desired properties.
(See Theorem 3.1.)
For links which are not big, we employ another approach using the Blanchfield duality
of the link module H1(EL;Z[Z
m]). In fact, for links which admits a nonzero Blanchfield
pairing on the torsion part of the link module, this enables us to prove Theorem B using
certain representations into solvable groups, which are not necessarily nilpotent. (See
Theorem 4.1.) This applies especially to 2-component links with lk(L) 6= 0 and ∆L 6= 1,
which we may call “small”. (See Lemma 4.2). The case of small links resembles known
approaches to the study of knot concordance [CG86, COT03] and it is related to earlier
work of the authors [FP, Cha].
The proofs of the nilpotent and solvable cases of Theorem B occupy Sections 3 and 4
respectively.
We remark that on their own, neither the class of “big” links nor the class of “small”
links covers all the cases in Theorem B, while they have a significant overlap, for exam-
ple two component links L with | lk(L)| > 1. There are links which do not have useful
nilpotent representations, for example two component links L with | lk(L)| = 1, so that
the Blanchfield pairing method is required as discussed above. On the other hand, there
are links for which the Blanchfield pairing method fails to give any useful representations.
An enlightening example is the Borromean rings. Its Alexander module is generated by
the longitudes. Since the Blanchfield pairing automatically vanishes on the longitudes,
it is apparent that the Blanchfield pairing cannot be used to prove property (1) for any
representation φ.
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Conventions. Manifolds are assumed to be topological and oriented, and submanifolds are
assumed to be locally flat.
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2. Some observations on Theorem B
In this section we observe that Theorem B (1′) and (2′) are consequences of (1) and (2),
respectively. We also discuss some necessary background.
Recall that a link L with m components in S3 is a union of m disjoint oriented circles
embedded in S3. If m = 1 then it is called a knot. Two links L and L′ are concordant
if there is an h-cobordism (i.e. disjoint union of annuli) between L × {0} and L′ × {1}
embedded in S3 × [0, 1].
Alexander invariants and Blanchfield pairing
We will first discuss the Alexander polynomial, Alexander ideals, and Blanchfield form.
The Alexander module of a link L with m components is defined to be H1(EL, {∗};Z[Z
m]),
viewed as a module over the group ring Z[Zm] = Z[x±11 , . . . , x
±1
m ], where the exterior EL
is endowed with the abelianization map π1(EL) → Z
m (sending the i-meridian to the i-
standard basis vector of Zm), and ∗ is a fixed basepoint in EL. The module H1(EL;Z[Z
m])
is called the link module of L. The Alexander polynomial and Alexander ideals are de-
termined by the Alexander module. It is also easy to see from the long exact sequence of
a pair that the link module determines the Alexander module and vice versa. Therefore
the conclusions in Theorem B (1′) on the Alexander polynomials and Alexander ideals are
consequences of Theorem B (1).
Let Q = Q(x1, . . . , xm) be the quotient field of Z[Z
m], namely the rational function field
on m variables xi. For a Z[Z
m]-module A, we denote its torsion part by
tA = {x ∈ A | rx = 0 for some nonzero r ∈ Z[Zm]}.
Due to Blanchfield [Bla57], there is a sesquilinear pairing
tH1(EL;Z[Z
m])× tH1(EL;Z[Z
m]) −→ Q/Z[Zm]
which is called the Blanchfield pairing of L. It is essentially defined by the duality of
(EL, ∂EL) over Z[Z
m]-coefficients. We also refer to [Hil02], particularly Section 2.3, for a
thorough discussion of the Blanchfield pairing.
Since it is defined from duality, the Blanchfield pairing is functorial with respect to maps
preserving the fundamental class, namely degree one maps on link exteriors. In particular,
we have the following: the conclusion of Theorem B (1) that there is a Z[Zm]-homology
equivalence f : (ELi , ∂ELi)→ (EL0 , ∂EL0) implies that the Blanchfield pairings of Li and
L0 are isomorphic. (Note that a Z[Z
m]-homology equivalence is automatically an integral
homology equivalence and consequently a degree one map.)
Milnor’s invariants
In [Mil57], J. Milnor defined invariants µL(I) for a link L with m components, where I
is a finite sequence of integers in {1, . . . ,m}. When I has length |I|, µL(I) is called a
µ-invariant of length |I|. This is the primary invariant for the study of structure peculiar
to link concordance compared to the knot case.
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Although µL(I) is originally defined as a certain residue class of an integer, a known
method to formulate that “two links have the identical µ-invariants of length ≤ q” in the
strongest sense is as follows. Recall that the lower central series of a group π is defined
by π1 := π, πq+1 = [π, πq] where the bracket designates the commutator. We say that two
links L and L′ with π = π1(EL) and G = π1(EL′) have the same µ-invariants of length
≤ q if there is an isomorphism h : π/πq → G/Gq that preserves (the conjugacy class) of
each meridian and each 0-linking longitude.
Lemma 2.1. Two links L and L′ have the same µ-invariants of any length if there is an
integral homology equivalence f : (EL, ∂EL)→ (EL′ , ∂EL′) rel ∂.
Proof. Let π = π1(ELi) and G = π1(EL0). By Stallings’ theorem [Sta65], f induces an
isomorphism h : π/πq ∼= G/Gq. Since f is fixed on the boundary, h preserves the conjugacy
classes of meridians and longitudes. 
Since the map f in the conclusion of Theorem B (1) is automatically an integral ho-
mology equivalence, it follows that the Milnor invariant conclusion in Theorem B (1′) is a
consequence of Theorem B (1).
Homotopy invariants of Orr and Levine
In [Orr89], K. Orr introduced a homotopy theoretic invariant of links which is still somewhat
mysterious. For a link L, suppose all µ-invariants vanish. Then for a fixed homomorphism
of the free group F on m generators into π = π1(EL) that sends generators to meridians,
we obtain an induced isomorphism F/Fq ∼= π/πq by Stallings’ theorem [Sta65]. These
give rise to π → F := lim
←−
F/Fq and EL → K(F , 1). Let Kω be the mapping cone of
the map K(F, 1) → K(F, 1) induced by the inclusion F → F . Then it is easily seen
that the map EL → K(F , 1) → Kω extends to a map oL : S
3 → Kω. Its homotopy class
θω(L) := [oL] ∈ π3(Kω) is Orr’s transfinite homotopy invariant. It is unknown whether
this invariant can be non-vanishing for links which have all µ-invariants zero.
Lemma 2.2. If there is an integral homology equivalence f : (EL, ∂EL) → (EL′ , ∂EL′)
rel ∂, then θω(L) = θω(L
′).
Proof. Let π = π1(EL) and G = π1(EL′). Fix a map µ : F → EL sending generators to
meridians. The map f ◦ µ : F → EL′ also sends generators to meridians. Define the map
oL and oL′ : S
3 → Kω as above, using µ and f ◦ µ. From the definition of oL, it is easily
seen that the map g : S3 → S3 obtained by filling in f with the identity map of a solid
torus satisfies g ◦ oL = oL′ . Since g has degree one, it follows that θω(L) = [oL] = [oL′ ] =
θω(L
′). 
This shows that the Orr invariant conclusion in Theorem B (1′) is a consequence of
Theorem B (1). The same argument works for Levine’s homotopy invariant θ(L) defined
in [Lev89]. We omit details.
Solvable cobordism and Whitney tower/grope concordance
The notion of an n-solvable cobordism used in Theorem B was formulated in [Cha, Sec-
tion 2.3], as a version of an n-solution for manifolds with boundary. The notion of an
n-solution was introduced by Cochran-Orr-Teichner [COT03], and was generalized by Har-
vey [Har08] to the case of links. For later use in this paper we describe its precise definition
below. Recall that a bordered 3-manifold M over a surface Σ is a 3-manifold with bound-
ary identified with Σ, and for two bordered 3-manifolds M and M ′ over the same surface,
a relative cobordism W is a 4-manifold satisfying ∂W =M ∪∂ −M
′.
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Definition 2.3 (Solvable cobordism). We say that a relative cobordism W between
bordered 3-manifolds M and M ′ is an n-solvable cobordism if (i) the inclusions induce
H1(M) ∼= H1(W ) ∼= H1(M
′) and (ii) there are homology classes ℓ1, . . . , ℓm, d1, . . . , dm ∈
H2(W ;Z[π/π
(n)]), where π = π1(W ), such that the Z[π/π
(n)]-valued intersection pairing
λn on H2(W ;Z[π/π
(n)]) satisfies λn(ℓi, ℓj) = 0 and λn(ℓi, dj) = δij .
In [Cha, Section 2] the following was observed by using techniques in [COT03, Section 8]:
L and L′ are concordant =⇒ L and L′ are height n+ 2 grope concordant
=⇒ L and L′ are height n+ 2 Whitney tower concordant
=⇒ EL and EL′ are n-solvably cobordant
For the definitions of Whitney tower and grope concordance, refer to, for example, [Cha,
Definition 2.12, Definition 2.14].
From the above implications, we see that Theorem B (2′) is an immediate consequence
of Theorem B (2).
3. Links with nontrivial lower central series quotients
The goal of this section is to prove the following special case of Theorem B. Recall that
we denote the lower central series of a group π by {πq}.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose L is an m-component link with π = π1(EL) such that π2/π3 6= 0.
Then there are infinitely many links L = L0, L1, L2, . . . such that there is a Z[Z
m]-homology
equivalence f : (ELi , ∂ELi) → (EL0 , ∂EL0) rel ∂ for each i but the exteriors ELi and ELj
are not 2-solvably cobordant for any i 6= j.
From Theorem 3.1 and the discussions in Section 2, it follows that Theorem B holds
whenever π2/π3 6= 0.
Before we prove Theorem 3.1, we clarify when the lower central series hypothesis is
satisfied.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose L is an m-component link with π = π1(EL), m ≥ 2.
(1) The abelian group π2/π3 has rank ≥ (m− 1)(m− 2)/2.
(2) If m = 2, then π2/π3 ∼= Z/ lk(L)Z.
Consequently, π2/π3 6= 0 if and only if either (i) m ≥ 3 or, (ii) m = 2 and lk(L) 6= ±1.
Proof. Milnor [Mil57, Theorem 4] showed that π/π3 is presented by
π/π3 = 〈x1, . . . , xm | [x1, λ1], . . . , [xm, λm], F3〉
where m is the number of components of L, F3 is the 3rd lower central subgroup of the
free group F on x1, . . . , xm, and λi is an element in F which represents the ith longitude
of L in π/π3. It is well known that F2/F3 is the free abelian group generated by the basic
commutators [xi, xj ], i < j, by Hall’s basis theorem. Also, we have λi ≡
∏
j 6=i x
ℓij
j mod F2,
where ℓij is the linking number of the ith and jth components of L. Using the standard
identities [a, bc] ≡ [a, b][a, c] mod F3 and [a, b]
−1 = [b, a], we obtain
[xi, λi] ≡ [x1, xi]
−ℓ1i · · · [xi−1, xi]−ℓ(i−1)i [xi, xi+1]ℓi(i+1) · · · [xi, xm]ℓim mod F3.
From this it follows that π2/π3 is given by the abelian group presentation with m(m−1)/2
generators vij = [xi, xj ], 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m, and the following m relators for i = 1, . . . ,m:
−ℓi1v1i − · · · − ℓ(i−1)iv(i−1)i + ℓi(i+1)vi(i+1) + · · · ℓimvim = 0
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Note that the m relators add up to zero. Therefore the rank of π2/π3 is at least m(m −
1)/2− (m− 1) = (m− 1)(m− 2)/2.
For m = 2, then we have one generator v12 and one relator ℓ12v12 = 0. Therefore
π2/π3 ∼= Z/ℓ12Z. 
In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we will make use of the following definition.
Definition 3.3. For a group G and a sequence P = (R1, R2, . . .) of commutative rings Ri
with unity, we define the mixed-coefficient lower central series {PqG} by P1G := G and
Pq+1G := Ker
{
PqG −→
PqG
[G,PqG]
⊗
Z
Rq
}
.
We remark that PqG is a characteristic normal subgroup of G. We will also make use
of the following result from [Cha]:
Theorem 3.4 (A special case of the Amenable Signature Theorem [Cha, Theorem 3.2]).
Suppose W is a 2-solvable cobordism between bordered 3-manifolds M and M ′. Suppose Γ
is a group which admits a filtration {e} ⊂ Γ′ ⊂ Γ such that Γ/Γ′ is torsion-free abelian and
such that Γ′ is either torsion-free abelian or an abelian p-group for some prime p. Then
for any φ : π1(M ∪∂ −M
′)→ Γ that extends to π1(W ), ρ(2)(M ∪∂ −M ′, φ) = 0.
Proof. First note that Γ is a solvable group and therefore amenable. Furthermore it follows
from [CO12, Lemma 6.8] that Γ lies in Strebel’s class D(R) [Str74] for R = Q or R =
Zp, with p a prime. The theorem is now an immediate consequence of case III of the
Amenable Signature Theorem [Cha, Theorem 3.2], since Γ(2) = {e} and W is a 2-solvable
cobordism. 
We are now ready to give the proof of Theorem 3.1. If the reader is interested in link
concordance only, then in the proof below the phrase “2-solvable cobordism” can be safely
replaced with “concordance exterior.”
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By the hypothesis, there exists a simple closed curve α in EL which
is a generator of the abelian group π2/π3. We can and will assume that α is unknotted
in S3. We then choose a prime p which divides the order of α in π2/π3; if α has infinite
order, choose any prime p.
Let P = (Q,Zp), so that PqG is defined for q = 1, 2, 3. Then, for not only the given link
group π = π1(EL) but also any π with π/[π, π] torsion free, P2π is the ordinary lower central
subgroup π2 = [π, π]. Also, P2π/P3π ∼= (π2/π3)⊗Zp, a Zp-vector space. Consequently, for
the given π = π1(EL), our α represents a nonzero element in P2π/P3π ⊂ π/P3π, namely
an element of order p.
According to Cheeger and Gromov [CG85, p. 23] there is a constant R > 0 determined
by the 3-manifoldEL∪∂−EL such that |ρ
(2)(EL∪∂−EL,Φ)| < R for any homomorphism Φ.
Let us choose knots Ji inductively for i = 1, 2, . . . in such a way that the inequality
(1) |ρ(2)(Ji,Zp)| > R + |ρ
(2)(Jj ,Zp)|
is satisfied whenever i > j. Here, given a knot J and p ∈ Z we write
ρ(2)(J,Zp) := ρ
(2)(0-framed surgery on J, unique epimorphism onto Zp).
For example, the connected sum of a sufficiently large number of trefoils can be taken as Ji.
To see this, denote the right handed trefoil by T and set C := 1p
∑p−1
r=0 σT (e
2πr
√−1/p),
where σT (z) denotes the Levine-Tristram signature of T corresponding to z ∈ S
1. It is
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straightforward to see that C > 0, since at least one of the σT (z) is positive, and all
non-zero σT (z) have the same sign. If J is the connected sum of k copies of T we see that
(2) ρ(2)(J,Zp) =
1
p
p−1∑
r=0
σJ (e
2πr
√−1/p) = k · C.
Here, for the first equality we appeal to [Fri04, Corollary 4.3] or equivalently [CO12,
Lemma 8.7 (2)] and for the second equality we use the additivity of the Levine-Tristram
signatures. If we now denote by Ji the connected sum of i · ⌈R/C⌉ copies of T , then (1) is
clearly satisfied.
We then use the satellite construction to produce a new link Li := L(α, Ji) by tying the
knot Ji into L along the curve α. More precisely, by filling in the exterior Eα = S
3 − ν(α)
with the exterior EJi = S
3 − ν(Ji) along an orientation reversing homeomorphism of the
boundary torus ∂ν(α) → ∂ν(Ji) that identifies a meridian and 0-linking longitude of α
with a 0-linking longitude and a meridian of Ji respectively, we obtain a new 3-manifold
which is homeomorphic to S3, and the image of L ⊂ Eα under this homeomorphism is the
new link Li = L(α, Ji). We denote a 0-framed push-off of α in EL∪α ⊂ ELi by αi.
It is well known that there is an integral homology equivalence f : (ELi , ∂ELi) →
(EL, ∂EL) (see e.g. [CO, Lemma 5.3]). In fact f is obtained by gluing the identity map on
EL∪α with the standard homology equivalence (EJi , ∂EJi)→ (EJ0 , ∂EJ0) = S
1×(D2, S1).
Since α lies in [π1(EL), π1(EL)], a Mayer-Vietoris argument applied to the above construc-
tion shows that f induces isomorphisms on H∗(−;Z[Zm]).
By Stallings’ theorem [Sta65] and our above discussion on Pqπ/Pq+1π for q < 3, we have
an induced isomorphism π1(ELi)/P3π1(ELi)
∼= π/P3π. Since f restricts to the identity on
EL∪α, the element αi corresponds to α under this isomorphism.
We will need the following lemma which is a consequence of Dwyer’s Theorem [Dwy75], a
generalization of Stallings’ Theorem. We remark that for the special case of a concordance
exterior, Stallings’ Theorem can be used instead.
Lemma 3.5. If W is a 1-solvable cobordism between two bordered 3-manifolds M and M ′
with torsion-free H1(M), then the inclusions induce isomorphisms
π1(M)/P3π1(M) ∼= π1(W )/P3π1(W ) ∼= π1(M
′)/P3π1(M ′).
Proof. Recall Dwyer’s theorem [Dwy75]: if f : X → Y induces an isomorphism H1(X) ∼=
H1(Y ) and an epimorphism
H2(X) −→ H2(Y )/ Im{H2(Y ;Z[π1(W )/π1(W )q])→ H2(Y )},
then f induces an isomorphism π1(X)q/π1(X)q+1 ∼= π1(Y )q/π1(Y )q+1.
In our case, by the definition of an n-solvable cobordism, we have H1(M) ∼= H1(W ) ∼=
H1(M
′). Also, there are 1-lagrangian elements ℓ1, . . . , ℓr with 1-duals d1, . . . , dr lying in
H2(W ;Z[π1(W )/π1(W )
(1)]) such that the ℓi and dj generate H2(W ). Since π1(W )
(1) is
equal to π1(W )2, the H2 condition of Dwyer’s theorem is satisfied. Therefore it follows
that
π1(M)q/π1(M)q+1 ∼= π1(W )q/π1(W )q+1 ∼= π1(M
′)q/π1(M ′)q+1
for q = 1, 2 by Dwyer’s theorem. By our observation that P2π = π2 and P2π/P3π =
π2/π3 ⊗Z Zp for groups π with torsion free H1, we obtain
Pqπ1(M)/Pq+1π1(M) ∼= Pqπ1(W )/Pq+1π1(W ) ∼= Pqπ1(M
′)/Pq+1π1(M ′)
for q = 1, 2. From this the desired conclusion follows by the five lemma. 
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Returning to the proof of Theorem 3.1 let W be a 2-solvable cobordism between ELi
and ELj . We will show that i = j. First note that we obtain
π/P3π ∼= π1(ELi)/P3π1(ELi)
∼= π1(W )/P3π1(W ) ∼= π1(ELj )/P3π1(ELj )
by Lemma 3.5. Let φ : π1(W )→ Γ := π1(W )/P3π1(W ) be the projection, and by abuse of
notation, we denote its restriction to ∂W = ELi ∪∂ −ELj by φ as well. Since α represents
an order p element in π/P3π, both φ([αi]) and φ([αj ]) have order p.
By applying Theorem 3.4 with n = 2, we obtain that
(3) ρ(2)(ELi ∪∂ −ELj , φ) = 0.
On the other hand, note that the map φ induces a homomorphism ϕ : π1(EL∪∂−EL)→
Γ as follows. Recall that ELi∪∂−ELj is obtained from EL∪∂−EL by satellite constructions
using the knots Ji and Jj . Viewing EJi as a subspace of ELi ∪∂ −ELj , the homomorphism
φ restricted to π1(EJi) sends the meridian of Ji to φ([αi]). Since φ([αi]) has order p in the
abelian subgroup P2π/P3π of Γ, it follows that φ restricted to EJi factors as π1(EJi) →
Z։ Zp →֒ Γ where the first map is the abelianization. Similarly for Jj . It follows that φ
on π1(ELi ∪∂ −ELj) gives rise to a homomorphism ϕ : π1(EL ∪∂ −EL) → Γ. To see this,
observe that we can arrange an element γ ∈ π1(EL ∪∂ EL) to avoid ν(αi) and ν(αj). The
image ϕ(γ) can then be defined by φ. This is well-defined because crossing αi in homotopy
of γ changes γ by a meridian of ν(αi), which in ELi is attached to a longitude of Ji, and
therefore maps trivially under φ.
Now, using (i) the additivity of ρ(2) under satellite construction [COT04, Proposi-
tion 3.2], (ii) the L2-induction property of ρ(2) [COT03, Proposition 5.13], and (iii) the
fact that α represents an element of order p in Γ, we obtain that
(4) ρ(2)(ELi ∪∂ −ELj , φ) = ρ
(2)(EL ∪∂ −EL, ϕ) + ρ
(2)(Ji,Zp)− ρ
(2)(Jj ,Zp).
It now follows from (3) and the choice of R that
∣∣ |ρ(2)(Ji,Zp)| − |ρ(2)(Jj ,Zp)|
∣∣ < R.
In light of (1) we now see that i = j.
Thus, when i 6= j, we have shown that the bordered manifolds ELi and ELj are not
2-solvably cobordant. 
4. Links with nontrivial Blanchfield pairing
According to Lemma 3.2 the fundamental group of a 2-component link with linking number
equal to ±1 admits no non-abelian nilpotent quotients. The goal of this section is to provide
an alternative approach, using the Blanchfield duality, to prove Theorem B for such links.
In this section we denote Q[Zm] by Λ, where m is understood to be the number of
components of the link. The ring Q[Zm] has the same quotient field as Z[Zm], namely
the rational function field Q = Q(x1, . . . , xm) considered in Section 2. Recall that for a
Λ-module A we denote the Λ-torsion submodule by tA. In what follows BℓL denotes the
rational Blanchfield form BℓL : tH1(EL; Λ) × tH1(EL; Λ) → Q/Λ. We remark that this
Blanchfield pairing is obtained by tensoring the integral Blanchfield pairing discussed in
Section 2 with Q.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose L is an m-component link for which the Blanchfield pairing BℓL
is not constantly zero, i.e., BℓL(x, y) 6= 0 for some x, y ∈ tH1(EL; Λ). Then there are
infinitely many links L = L0, L1, L2, . . . such that there is a Z[Z
m]-homology equivalence
of f : (ELi , ∂ELi) → (EL0 , ∂EL0) rel ∂ for each i but the exteriors ELi and ELj are not
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2-solvably cobordant (and consequently the links Li and Lj are not concordant) for any
i 6= j.
Before proving Theorem 4.1, we observe a special case to which Theorem 4.1 applies.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose L is a 2-component link with lk(L) 6= 0 and ∆L 6= 1. Then the
Blanchfield pairing BℓL is not constantly zero.
Proof. Since lk(L) 6= 0, the Blanchfield pairing BℓL on H1(EL; Λ) is nondegenerate by
Levine [Lev82, Theorem B]. Therefore it suffices to show that H1(EL; Λ) is nonzero.
Recall that the Torres condition (see e.g. [Hil02, Section 5.1]) implies that, up to mul-
tiplication by a monomial, the following equality holds:
∆L(x1, 1) = (x
| lk(L)|−1
1 + · · ·+ x1 + 1)∆K(x1).
Here K is the first component of L. In particular we see that ∆L(1, 1) = | lk(L)|. Our
assumptions that lk(L) 6= 0 and ∆L 6= 1 now immediately imply that ∆L is not a monomial.
It follows that H1(EL; Λ) is nonzero. 
From Theorem 4.1, Lemma 4.2 and the discussions in Section 2, it follows that Theo-
rem B holds for 2-component links with nonzero linking number and with ∆L 6= 1. This,
combined with Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, completes the proof of Theorem B, modulo
the proof of Theorem 4.1 which is given below.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We choose simple closed curves α1, . . . , αN in EL which are un-
knotted in S3 and have linking number zero with L such that their classes [αk] gener-
ate tH1(EL; Λ), which is a finitely generated module since Λ is Noetherian. For each
i = 1, 2, . . . , we use the satellite construction to produce a new link Li = L({αk}, {Jik})
by tying a collection of knots {Jik}
N
k=1 into L along the curves αk, for k = 1, . . . , N . (See
the proof of Theorem 3.1 for a more detailed description of the satellite construction.)
We define J0k to be the trivial knot for each k, so that L = L0 = L({αk}, {J0k}) is also
described in the same way. For i ≥ 1 we choose the knots Jik as follows. As made use
of in the proof of Theorem 3.1, due to Cheeger-Gromov [CG85, p. 23], there is a constant
C > 0 determined by the 3-manifold EL ∪∂ −EL such that |ρ
(2)(EL ∪∂ −EL, ϕ)| < C for
any representation ϕ. For a knot K, we define ρ(2)(K) =
∫
σK(ω) dω, the integral of the
Levine-Tristram signature function σK(ω) over the unit circle normalized to length one.
For example, an elementary calculation shows that if K is the trefoil, then ρ(2)(K) = 43
(see e.g. [COT03]). We choose knots Ji inductively for i = 1, 2, . . . in such a way that the
inequality
(5) |ρ(2)(Ji)| > C +N |ρ
(2)(Jj)|
is satisfied whenever i > j; recall that N is the number of satellite curves αk. Once again,
the connected sum of a sufficiently large number of trefoils can be taken as Ji. Let Jik = Ji
for every k.
As we observed in the proof of Theorem 3.1, there is an integral homology equivalence
f : (ELi , ∂ELi) → (EL, ∂EL). Since each αk lies in [π1(EL), π1(EL)], a Mayer-Vietoris
argument applied to our satellite construction shows that f induces isomorphisms on
H∗(−;Z[Zm]).
Let αik ⊂ EL∪α ⊂ ELi be a push-off of αk along the zero-framing. By the above, the
[αik] generate H1(ELi ; Λ)
∼= H1(EL; Λ). As we discussed in Section 2, BℓLi
∼= BℓL under
the map induced by f since f is a Q[Zm]-homology isomorphism.
SupposeW is a 2-solvable cobordism between ELi and ELj for some i ≥ j. We will show
that this implies that i = j. We need the following fact, which is obtained immediately by
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combining [Cha, Theorem 4.12] with [Cha, Corollary 4.14], the proofs of which relied on
arguments due to [COT03, Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.5] and [CHL09, Lemma 5.10].
Theorem 4.3 ([Cha]). Suppose that W is a 1-solvable cobordism between link exteriors EL
and EL′ . Then the submodule P = Ker{tH1(EL; Λ) → tH1(W ; Λ) ⊂ H1(W ; Λ)} satisfies
BℓL(P, P ) = 0.
In our case, from Theorem 4.3 and the hypothesis that BℓL ∼= BℓLi is not constantly
zero, it follows that P = Ker{tH1(ELi ; Λ) → tH1(W ; Λ)} is not equal to tH1(ELi ; Λ).
That is, [αik] 6∈ P for some k.
For a group G, we now denote by {PnG} the rational derived series, namely P0G := G
and
Pn+1G := Ker
{
PnG −→
PnG
[PnG,PnG]
⊗
Z
Q
}
.
Then for π = π1(W ), P
1π is the ordinary commutator subgroup π(1) = [π, π] since the
abelian group π/[π, π] is torsion free. Also, P1π/P2π is the quotient of π(1)/π(2) =
H1(W ;Z[Z
m]) by its Z-torsion subgroup.
Let φ : π → Γ := π/P2π be the projection, and by abuse of notation, we denote its
restriction to ∂W = ELi∪∂−ELj by φ as well. Since P
1π/P2π = H1(W ;Z[Z
2])/(Z-torsion)
injects into H1(W ; Λ) and the image of [αik] in H1(W ; Λ) is nontrivial for some k, it follows
that φ([αik]) is nontrivial for some k. Furthermore, φ([αik]) has infinite order, since φ([αik])
lies in P1π/P2π which is a torsion-free abelian group. Similarly φ([αjk]) has infinite order
for some (possibly different) k.
Theorem 3.4 applies to the group Γ, with Γ′ = P1π/P2π. We thus deduce that
ρ(2)(ELi ∪∂ −ELj , φ) = 0.
The homomorphism φ on π1(ELi ∪∂ −ELj ) gives rise to a homomorphism ϕ : π1(EL ∪∂
−EL) → Γ, which is defined in a very similar way to the map which was also called ϕ in
the proof of Theorem 3.1: the homomorphism φ restricted to π1(EJik) sends the meridian
of Jik to φ([αik ]). Since φ([αik ]) has infinite order in the abelian subgroup P
1π/P2π of
Γ, it follows that φ restricted to EJik factors as π1(EJi) → Z →֒ Γ where the first map is
the abelianization. Similarly for Jjk. It follows that φ on π1(ELi ∪∂ −ELj) gives rise to a
homomorphism of π1(EL ∪∂ −EL), say ϕ.
By the above and by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we obtain that
(6)
0 = ρ(2)(ELi ∪∂ −ELj , φ)
= ρ(2)(EL ∪∂ −EL, ϕ) +
N∑
k=1
ǫikρ
(2)(Jik, ψ)−
N∑
k=1
ǫjkρ
(2)(Jjk, ψ)
where ψ denotes the abelianization epimorphism of a knot group onto Z and where ǫik is
0 if φ(αik) is trivial, 1 otherwise, and ǫij is defined similarly. Furthermore, by [COT04,
Proposition 5.1] we know that for any knot K the invariant ρ(2)(K,ψ) is equal to the
integral of the Levine-Tristram signature function. Since ǫik = 1 for some k (and similarly
for ǫjk) and our Ji are chosen so that the inequality (5) is satisfied whenever i > j, the
equality (6) can only be satisfied if i = j. From this it follows that there is no 2-solvable
cobordism between ELi and ELj whenever i 6= j. 
5. Satellite construction and asymmetric Whitney towers
In this section we observe that our links Li in Theorem B can be assumed to be mutually
order n Whitney tower/grope concordant for any n. For the definition of order n Whitney
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tower concordance of framed links, see [CST12, Definition 3.2]; in this section we assume
that links are always endowed with the zero-framing.
Since we constructed Li by satellite construction on a given link L using some knots
which are only required to have sufficiently large integral (or average of finitely many evalu-
ations) of the Levine-Tristram signature, the claim follows immediately from the following
lemma:
Lemma 5.1. Suppose K is a knot in S3 with vanishing Arf invariant, L is a link in S3, and
α is a simple closed curve in S3−L which is unknotted in S3. Then the link L′ = L(α,K)
obtained by the satellite construction is order n Whitney tower/grope concordant to L for
any n.
For example, in the construction of our examples above, take an even number of trefoils
for Ji. Note that asymmetric Whitney tower/grope concordance contains no information
even when we use representations to nilpotent groups to obstruct symmetric Whitney tower
concordance.
We remark that in [Sch06], Schneiderman showed that the Whitney tower and grope
concordance are equivalent in the asymmetric case. Therefore it suffices to show our results
for grope concordance. A brief outline of the proof is: K bounds an order n grope in D4
since Arf(K) = 0, and then a “boundary connected sum” of parallel copies of this grope
and the product concordance from L to L becomes an order n grope concordance between
L and L′. The details are spelled out below.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. We begin with a well-known description of the satellite construction.
Choose an embedded 2-disk D in S3 which is bounded by α and meets L transversely.
Choose an open regular neighborhood U of D in S3 for which (U,U ∩L) is a trivial r-string
link where r = |D ∩ L|. For the knot K, take the union Y of r parallel copies of K and
take an open regular neighborhood V of a 2-disk fiber of the normal bundle of K such
that (V, V ∩Y ) is a trivial r-string link. There is an orientation reversing homeomorphism
h : (U,U ∩ L)→ (V, V ∩ Y ) such that
(S3, L′) =
((
(S3, L)− (U,U ∩ L)
)
∪
(
(S3, Y )− (V, V ∩ Y )
))/
x ∼ h(x) for x ∈ ∂U.
Here components of Y − V are oriented according to the sign of the intersection points
in D ∩ L.
From our assumption that Arf(K) = 0 and the result in [Sch05] that the Arf invariant
is the only obstruction to a knot bounding a framed embedded grope of arbitrary order, it
follows that there is a framed embedded grope of order n in D4 bounded by K for any n.
Taking r parallel copies of the grope (and orienting the base surfaces according to the sign
of the intersection points in D∩L), we obtain a framed embedded grope G bounded by Y .
Identify a collar neighborhood of S3 in D4 with S3×[0, ǫ]. We may assume that V ×[0, ǫ]
intersects (the base surface of) G in (V ∩Y )× [0, ǫ]. Now, define G′ ⊂ S3× [0, 1] by forming
the union
(S3 × [0, 1], G′) =
((
(S3, L)× [0, 1]− (U,U ∩ L)× [0, ǫ)
)
∪
(
(D4, G)− (V, V ∩ Y )× [0, ǫ)
))/
∼
where (x, t) ∼ h(x, t) for (x, t) ∈ (∂U × [0, ǫ])∪ (U ×{ǫ}). Then G′ is a grope concordance
of order n cobounded by L′ × 0 and L× 1. 
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